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INTRODUCTIOB 
Reed canacygrasa (Phalaria arundinacea) baa long been recognized 
ae adapted to wetlands aDd those subject to periodic flooding. In 
Utah, Wilson (1955) eatiaatea that 40 percent of the valley bottom 
land 1a flooded at leaat part of the year. Much of this land ia very 
dr.y late in the summer. Forages auch as Aleike eloYer tolerate 
flooding and some salt but do not perfona well under drouth. Work by 
~olton (1946) indicated that flooding for 49 day9 did not cause serious 
permanent daaage to Reed can&rygraas. !he author baa observed Reed 
canarygraea growing in a shallow reservoir which ia flooded 90 days or 
more. Reed canar7grass is also one of the moat drouth toleran\ of the 
cool season gruees when grown on upland aoila. 
This grass could be used to advant~ under such alternating con-
ditione of flood and drouth if it vere not difficult to establish 
under Utah eondi tiona (Van Bppa 1955). Spring plantings have usually 
failed and fall plantings, even though some good standa haTe been 
obtained, are not consistent enough to giTe assurance of adequate 
stands. 
The seed of Reed canarygrass ripen from the top of the panicle 
downward &nd shatter soon after ripeningo !o prevent loss of seed 1t 
has been common practice to har.eat before all of the seed are ripe. 
Thie results in imaature aeed and green material being threshed with 
the seed. fhie eondi tion and the resulting heating in storage 1191' be 
part of the cause of poor stands. Scbo\h (1929) states that aeed 
2 
germinate slowly and may take 30 to 4o daTe to emerge under field con-
ditions. Becauee of these and possibly other factors germination 
varies from 20 to 90 percent. 
This thea1a reports a series of experiments designed to determine 
whether or not the germination of Reed ClU1&17graas can be -improved or 
hastened through seed treataent. 
3 
REVI'E'fi OF LITERATUn 
Personal correspondence with men in areae where Reed canar,ygrasa 
is gro~n has shown a number of people who consider the grass easy to 
establish (Rosa 1954, Peterson 195l~. Whitt 1954) and a number who eon-
eider it difficult to establish (Vary 1950. Harrison 1g51, Hawk 1G54). 
Van lpps (1955) reported difficulty in Utah on organic soils, but 
obtained good results with late fall planting in furrows, whereas 
spring plantings failed. 
There baa been little work on the problem of establishment of 
Reed canarygrass as establia.bment studies usually cover several cropa 
or groups of crops. There have been a number of germination studies 
such as those reported by Morris (lg38) and Colbry (1953) who studied 
the germination of untr~ated Reed canarygraaa seed. Morri~ studied 
hullese seed over a period of 4 years and concluded that they were of 
little value for seeding because of low germination (0 to 30 percent) 
and susceptibilit7 to mold injury during the test period. Colbry 
studied variations of standard germination testing ~rocedure and found 
constant temperature and germination in semi-darkness detrimental. 
Prechilling at 10 degrees centigrade, dry and moist, had no effect 
on percent gPrm1nat1ono Moistening the substrate with a 92 percent 
KN03 solution was beneficial to all ages of seedo Griffith and 
Harrison (1954) found hArvesting of seed in the field should bP done 
when 40 to 50 percent of the seed are brown. Immature seed and green 
material in combine harvested seed caused heating and subsequent 
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damage to germinatione ~ey reported that Araean mixed with freahl7 
harvested seed reduced mold development without reducing germination. 
Burton (1939) and Plummer and Frischknecht (1952) reported 
increased germination of Bahia and Indian Ricegrass respectively by 
treatment with conc~ntrated sulfuric acid. Plummer and Frischknecht 
used degree of seed etching rather than a time limit in the acid. 
Anderson !1 al (1953) used alcohol and acetone treatment of okra 
aeed to increase both percent germination and speed of germination. 
:Berton and Crocker (1929) improved germilllltion of flower seed by 
atoring them at temperatures varying from 33 to 50 d.egreea Fahrenheit 
for 4 days to 3 weekso They found that pretreatment of seed must be 
adapted to the species of seed involved and even to the lot inYOlved. 
Freaoaking in water at various temperatures wa~ suggested to increase 
the permeability of seed coats. 
4 
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Collection of seed 
During the summer of 1954. 90 to 100 panicles from separate Reed 
canarygrass plants growing along roadsides and canal banks in North 
Logan, Cache Count7, Utah, were staked and labeled as to date and 
stage of anthesiso !heae plants were cheeked daily and notee taken ae 
anthesie progreeaed from prebloom to fully ripe seed. Length of time 
from full bloom to the various stages of ripeness of seed was con-
sidered the most important in relation to seed maturity and time of 
harveatingo 
As the seed ripened they were collected and dried. Since maturity 
began at the top of the panicle it was easy to designate a panicle as 
"green• vhen only a few florets at the tip of the panicle were turning 
browno In like manner panicles were collected which hB.d brown seed 
one-fourth, one-half, three-fourths, and all the way dovn the panicle. 
This provided seed at 5 maturity stageao These seed were dried in 
paper bags labeled with date collected and ma,turi ty stageo After 
drying the7 were threshed by hand and cleaned, using a McGill aspi-
rator aet st e75 wind, rheostat at 65 volts and feed notch 2. They 
were then recleaned at settings o8 wind, rheostat at 80 volts and 
feed notch 2. 
All seed from each maturity stAge were then placed in a single 
container, mixed thoroughly, and stored in glass jars with a small 
amount of paradichlorobenzene chryetals to prevent weevil infestation. 
Gram weight samples were taken and counted. Also the number of seeds 
per panicle was coaputed at the varioua maturit7 stages with the 
reaults shown in table 3o 
Germination of collected seed 
6 
Four replications of 16 seed treatments at 5 maturity stages and 
2 germination temperatures were planned. Replications were started on 
December 24, 1954, Jann&r7 15. February 6, and March 18, 1955. 
Before each replication was started the seed !rom each maturity 
stage was divided and subdivided from the whole sample until there 
were only enough seed for that replication with a margin on the exceaa 
aide to allow for loss of seed during handlingo Just before treatment 
of the seed was begun these eubeamples were again divided into 16 
divisions for each maturity and placed in small vials~ These vials 
(go in all as obtained from 5 maturities times 16 treatments) bad been 
preYiously supplied with an identifying label which designated_the 
treatment to be received and the maturity stage. (Exsmple8 1 1-21 on 
the tag indicated that that particular vial of seed vas to receive 
treatment number l and was seed from maturity stage number 2, or one-
fourth ripe.) There were approximately 300 seed in each vial. 
Seed treatments used were as follows: 
Treatment number lo Check. 
Seed were untreated. 
Treatment number 2. Alternating - below free£1ng to room temperature. 
The seed were placed in a refrigerated box at -2 degrees centi-
grade for 16 hours at night and removed to room temperature of 24 
degree• centigrade during 8 hours of day. This was repeated daily for 
2 weeks. 
Treatment number 3o Alternating - -10 degrees centigrade to £10 
degreea centlgrade. 
!he seed were placed in a refrigerated box at -10 degrees centi-
grade for 16 houre at night and placed in a refrigerated box at 410 
degrees centigrade for 8 houre during the dayQ This vas repeated 
dail7 for 2 weeks prior to the beginning of each replication. 
treatment number 4. Deep freese. 
!he seed vere placed in a food freezer at -18 degreeR centigrade 
for 2 veekB prior to the beginning of each replicationo 
treatment number 5. Preheating dry. 
1 
!he seed were placed in an oven at 32 degrees centigrade and left 
in the oven for 3 hours. 
Treatment number 6~ Preheating dry. 
The seed were placed in an oven at 38 degrees centigrade and left 
for 2 houre. 
Treatment number 7. Preheating dryo 
The seed were placed in an oven at 43 degrees centigrade for 1 
hour. 
Treatment number 8. Plus 2 degrees centigrade. 
The seed were placed in a refrigerated box at +2 degrees centi-
grade for 2 veeke. 
!reatment number 9. Sight degrees centigrade. 
The seed were pl&ced in a refrigerated room at 8 ~egrees centi-
grade for 2 weeke. 
Treatment number 10. Lemma and palea removed. 
The seeds were rubbed between thumb and forefinger until the 
lemma and palea were removedo Care was excereised to prevent rubbing 
of the caryopees. '1'he lemma and palea vere blown from the e&.r7opae• 
and the latter returned to the vial. 
!he remaining vials vere treated in like manner .. 
Treatment number 11. Acid scarification. 
g 
The seed from eaeh vial to be treated were placed in a perforated 
gouch crucible vi,th holes in the bottom small enough to prevent seed 
from dropping through but large enough to allow quick drainage of 
liquid. The gouch was then placed in & beaker containing enough eo~ 
centrated H2S04 at room temperature to cover all seed. !he seed were 
stirred to insure contact with the acid. At the end of 3 minutee the 
gouch waa removed from the beaker, allowed to drain for a few seeonda, 
and then held under running water for at least 3 minutes to wash off 
all acid. The seed were then placed on a blotter, allowed to dry, and 
returned to the original vial. 
Treatment number 12. Sandpaper scarification. 
!he seed to be given this treatment were poured from the vial 
onto a block of wood which had a sheet of number 6-0 sandpaper on the 
upper aurfaceo Another block of wood with the same grade of sandpaper 
on the lower surface was then placed on top of the seed and rubbed 
back and forth 3 or 4 times. Very little pressure vas exerted and an 
attempt wae ma~e to scratch the seed onlyo The seed were then returned 
to the Tial. 
!reatment number 13o Moist treatment at 32 degrees centigrade. 
The seed to be treated were poured into a test tube and 5 to 10 
cubic centimeter• of water at 32 degrees centigrade was added. !he 5 
test tubes were then placed in a water bath at 32 degrees centigrade. 
The seed were stirred to be eure that all seed were covered vith 
water. At the end of 30 minutes the water was drained from the seed 
and the seed vere placed on blotters to dry. After ~rying, the aeed 
were returned to the original vi8lao 
Treatment number l4o Moist treatment at 38 degrees centigrade. 
!he seed from the 5 maturit7 stages were treated the same as 
treatment number 13 except that the temperature of the water was 38 
degrees centigrade and the time of treatment was 20 minutes. 
!reatment number 15o Moist treatment At 43 degrees centigrade. 
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The method of treatment was again the same as treatment number 13, 
except the temperature of the water w~e 43 degrees centigrade a.na the 
time of treatment was 10 minutes. 
Treatment number 16. Arasan. 
An amount of Arasan weighing one-half of 1 percent of the weight 
of seed to be treated was added to each vial and thoroughly mixed with 
the seed. 
Treatments requiring 2 weeks were carried out 2 weeks before 
germination trials were started, while treatments not requiring 2 
weeks were made within the 2 days preceding germinationo After trftat-
ment the vials of seed were held at room temperaturee 
Standard germination procedure vas used as outlined in Agriculture 
Handbook 30. (Testing Agricultural ~Vegetable Seed, United States 
Department of Agriculture, 1952). Deviations from the standard pro-
cedure were the pretreatments and one-helf of each replication which 
was germinated at alternating temperatures of 15 to 25 degrees centi-
grade. Light waa supplied by a 200 watt bulb suspended 4 feet aboTe 
the Manglesdorf germ1natora. 
!o reduce the incidence of fungus during the germination period 
of 3 weeks all petri dishes were thorougbl7 washed and rinsed, then 
sterilized in an oven at 150 degree• centigrade for 1 hour. The 
blotters were autoclaTed for 20 minutes at 17 pounds pressure. All 
utensils and forceps were exposed to ultraviolet light for one-half 
hour. 
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~o dishes of 100 seeds each were counted from each vial to make 
2 seta of 80 petri diehes. keh set was randomised 1n a separate 
Manglesdorf germinator, one of vhich was set for the standard tempera-
ture of 20 to 30 degrees centigrade alternation and the other at 15 
to 25 degrees centigrade. 
Preliminary counts were made on the fifth, seventh, tenth, four-
teenth, Rnd eighteenth days with the final count on the twent7-firat 
day. Kormal and abnormal seedlings were recorded at each count and 
removed from the petri disheeo Any unusual conditions were recorded. 
This procedure was repeated for all 4 replications. 
Comparison of various sources of ~· 
Seed from various sources were obtained as shown in table 1 and 
germinated along with the 5 maturity stages of locally collected seed. 
Standard germination procedure wae used ae outlined in the official 
seed testing rules. 
Comparison ~ Ara~an and sulfuric acid treatment on various sources 
2.[ seed. 
Sample& of the various sources of seed were treated with Araean 
at the rate of .5 percent by weight and similar samples were soaked' in 
concentrated sulfuric acid at room temperature for 3 minnteso Except 
Table 1. Souroee of seed used 
Utah 
Source 
No. 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
g 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Origin 
Superior seed from Oorvalis, Oregon 
1953 seed 
Aebiacher eeed from Madison, Wieconain 
1952 seed 
William• Randolph from Madison, Wisconsin 
1'151 aeed 
Ioreed eeed from Ames. Iowa 
1953 seed 
Local seed ~green• 
Local seed one-fourth ripe 
Local seed one-half ripe 
Local seed three-!ourtha ripe 
Local seed "ripe~ 
Commercial seed Minnesota-Wisconain 
Received from 
J. Ritchie Cowan 
D. C. Sm 1 th 
D. O. Smith 
J. M. Scholl 
Collected by author 
Collected by author 
Collected by author 
Collected by author 
Collected by author 
Porter-Walton,Seed Co. 
t-' 
..... 
for those treatments standard germination procedure waa usedo Jour 
hundred aeeda of each treatment vere tested. 
Soaking in alcohol ~ acetone 
12 
Separate samples of the three-fourths ripe lot of the locally 
collected seed were soaked in alcohol for 15 and 30 minutes and in 
acetone for 15 and 30 minutes. !be lemma and palea were removed from 
a similar eample, and 200 aeede of each treatment were «erminated 
according to the official aeed testing rules. 
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Collection 2[ ~ 
Florets of the Reed eanarygrass plants obser.ed progressed from 
full bloom to fully ripe seed in 12 daTe, and from full bloom to one-
h&lf ripe in 10 dayso The number of df11'8 required to progress from 
full bloom to ripe seed Yaried from 10 to 14, probabl7 due to differ-
ences in soil, moisture, temperature, and other factors. Table 2 
giYes the number of da7• from different bloom stages to different seed 
maturity stages o 
Panicles vhich contained brown aeed one-half war down yielded the 
moat aeed, followed b7 three-fourths ripe, one-fourth ripe, fully ripe, 
and the lowest vhicb vas green. Results are given in table ; • 
Germination .2! local ~ 
Fi~re 1 shows the general seedling characteristics used to aepa-
rate abnormal from normal seedlin.t:s. Note that normal eeedlinga have 
a vigorous appearance, the primary roots are long and fibrous, and the 
unbroken shoot has emerged from the coleoptileo '!he point at which 
the secondary root system develops is prominento 
!he abnormal seedlings in figure 1 shov a wide variet7 of differ-
ences. !he seedling on the extreme left has a very short root and 
eTen though the shoot has emerged from the coleoptile it is ahr1veled. 
The second seedling from the left has no root at all and the ahoot has 
not emerged from tbe eoleoptile. The third seedling from the left 
e tar ted to grow in a normal manner and then a topped o Seedlings of 
this type would have an almost transparent coleoptile. The tvo 
fable 2o Dars required from stages of anthes1! to different stages 
of aeed maturity in Reed cana.%7grass 
Stage of 
anthesia 
Early bloom to 
One-half bloom to 
Full bloom to 
1/4 ripe 
13 da7a 
9 da7s 
7 da7• 
Stage of seed maturity 
3/4 ripe Ripe 
18 days 19 days 
13 dqs 14 da.7a 
11 daya 12 da78 
l. The ftgures given are averages of observations of individual 
plants. There was a great deal of variation and these figures 
should be taken as an indication of maturation times and not 
literally. 
Yield of Reed canarygrass seed collected in North Logan 
area (1954) 
'fotal number To tal graa• Seeds2 
Maturity a tage of panicles of seed per 
collected threBhed Es.nicle 
Green seed 147 43.7 357 
One-fourth ripe 296 97.0 393 
One-half ripe 282 96.7 411 
Three-fourths ripe 459 155.2 4o5 
Ripe 2,068 645.1 375 
2. Based on 1200 seeds per gram after cleaning by aspiration. 
ligure 1. Cbaraeter1at1ca of normal and abnormal 
eeedl1Dga of lleed C&Da%7grasa 
15 
16 
seedlings on the right produced nol"llal appearing shoots but almost no 
root. Some roots tended to be stubby and lacked root haire. 
Treatment means for the fifth day count of normal aeedl~e are 
ranked in table 4. Using Duncan 1 s3 (1955) Multiple Range for testing 
significant differences between means we find that treatment number 10 
produced significantl~ higher normal seedlings than any other treat-
ment. 
When the leiiDla and palea were removed from seed (treatment nnmber 
10), 71 percent of the local Reed canarygraae seed germinated and pro-
duced normal seedlings in 5 da7Bo Treatment with sulfuric acid (treat-
ment number 11) gave an aTerage normal germination of 44.4 percent in 
5 days. The untreated check produced only 32.4 percent normal seed-
1 inga in 5 days .. 
71gure 2 shows the appearance of the check (treatment number 1) 
as compared to removing the lemma and pslea (treatment number 10). 
Note the long, vigorous seedlings in treatment number 10. 
Treating.with sulfuric acid produced a significantly higher num-
ber of normal seedlings than any other treatment except removing the 
lemma and palee.. 
In figure 3 ve can see the difference between the number of seed-
lings in the check: and in the sulfuric acid treatment (treatment num-
ber 11). However, there is not the difference in vigor shown in 
figure 2. 
Treatment with Arasan (treatment number 16) gave the lowest num-
ber of normal seedlings on the fifth day count. Figure 4 compAres 
this treatment with the check. 
3. Wherever comparisons of individual treatments, maturities, and 
seed sources are made in this paper it will be by this method, 
and will be at the 5 percent level of significance. 
Table 4. Treatment means listed according to rank 
lifth day normal seedlings 
Treatment 
No. 
10 
11 
5 
3 
1 
4 
2 
15 
g 
6 
12 
7 
9 
14 
13 
16 
Treatment 
Lemma and palea remond 
Concentrated sulfuric acid 3 minutes 
Preheat drT 32° c. 3 hours 
Alternating -10° to •10° C. 2 weeke 
Check 
Deep freeze -lsO C. 2 veeka 
Alternating free~ing to room 
temperature 2 weeks 
Water bath 43° C. 10 minutes 
2° C.. 2 weeks 
Preheat dry 1 go C. 2 hours 
Sa~dpaper acarifiestion 
Preheat dr,y 43° C. 1 hour 
gO C. 2 veeks 
WRter bath 38° C. 20 minutea 
Water bath 32° C. 30 minutes 
Aruan 
r value for treatment 
L.S.D. (.05 level) 
L.S.D. (.01 level) 
O.V. percent 
•• Significant at 1 percent level 
17 
J'ifth da7 
percent 
nortD8.1. 
eeedli!lg! 
71.4 
44.4 
33.8 
)?.6 
32.4 
29.7 
2q.3 
28.6 
28.4 
27.6 
27.4 
27.2 
26.5 
25.3 
24.8 
20.8 
31-9 
5.7CJ 
7.64 
42.0 
• 
1! 
Figure 2. Compari•on of check on left with treatment lltlllber 10 (leaa 
and palea remoYed) 
J'ifth day 
ligure 3· Comparison of check on left with treatment uamber 11 
(concentrated aulfuric acid) 
lifth daT 
19 
Figure 4. Comparison of check on left w1 th treahlent number 16 
(Aruan) 
l1fth day 
20 
21 
Treatment number 12 (sandpaper scarification) vas not signifi-
cantly different from the check, but the difference in germination 
should be notedo Bacterial ana fungal action accounted for most of 
the lack of germinationo Figure 5 shows a comparison of the 2 treat-
menta. !he vhite glossy appearance of the check in this photograph 
is due to licht reflecting from moisture on the blotter. 
A majorit7 of the treatments had no effect on the number of nor-
mal seedlings produced by the fifth 487. 
Seeds which were three-fourths ripe produced the highest number 
of normal seedlings of the maturitr stages (average 37o2 percent). 
Green seed produced 24.5 percent. The one-fourth, one-half, and 
three-fourths ripe seed were not statistically different. but vere 
significantly higher than the green and fully ripe seed. Average 
percent normal seedling. for each maturity stage at the fifth de7 
count are shown in table 5. 
The analysis of Yariance for fifth day normal seedlings is shown 
in table 6. Bote that both treatments and maturity produced s1gnif1-
eantl7 different results but the interaction did not. Germination 
temperatures produced significantly different results (5 percent 
leTel)o The mean of the 15 to 25 degrees centigrade alternation~ 
41 percent normal seedlings While the standard temperature (20 to 30 
degrees centigrade) mean vas 22.8 percent on the fifth day. 
The fifth day abnormal seedling count (table 7) ahoved the sand-
paper scarification treatment wae more detrimental than helpful. Nine 
and six-tentha percent of the aeeu produced abnormal seedlings. The 
surprising thing is that treatment number 10. which was high in normal 
seedlings. was second high in abnormal seedlings produced.. However, 
·J'igure 5. Compariaon of check on left wi tb treatment number 12 
_(sandpaper soar if ice. t ion) 
fifth da.7 . 
22 
Table 5. Means o:f maturity etagP.s for germina.tion of local seed 
~;.;&.;..;...., 
-~-------~----Fifth _9-~----- Tot~l 
Maturity ~raturi ty percent percent percent percent percent percP-nt 
st~~e No. stare No. norrr:el abnormal seeds not normAl Abnormal seed.s not 
-----·-------· s e eFcg 1 ngs_~ e e ~._!EC~ _____ g!=:_!".!J_~ 1'!~-t.-.~.~- -~j_l~.E-E.~~ e d.l 1 r.~ s __ £ e rrr. 1 ;t Fl t P d 
1 GrAen 24.5 4~6 67.7 67.1 2~.4 q.5 
2 1/4 ripe 35.7 5.4 55.7 77.0~ lq.8 6.q 
'7 1/2 ripe 35.4 1=., !;'., 52.q 74.7 1co4 h.O 
_..! 
./*J 
4 3/4 ripe 37.? 4.1 57.1 7~.q 1~:,. Q 6.? 
5 Ripe 26 ·.5-~ ~-g 6~.s· 74._2 __ ~Ji~ ~.4 
-
.~r~. ~ ---~.~ 
X 
-. ./tt .. ! (!. ( l~.q 7.4 
F value' for mP.turi ty 25.42•• 2.?4 1).15 •• 11.~1·· q_64•• ').q6•• 
L.S.D. (.05 level) 11.?1! 
-
4 .. ~6 3.51 ? ~ 36 1.72 
L.S.D~ (.01 level) 4.?7 
-
G.42 4. 6i~ ~.7g ?~28 
C. V. percent 42.0 120.0 ~~ _,., lq.n 62 ./) q5.0 
•• Significant Rt 1 percPnt level 
Number 
of sE»eds 
affect~d 
bv f~~~ 
7q 
83 
51 
76 
62 
!\) 
\Jol 
Table 6. Analysis of variance of germination of local seed 
Fifth day normal seedlings 
Source D.P. v..s .. 
Total 639 
Replications 3 4,995.62 
Temperature 1 52,707.60 
B.eplicationa x temperature 3 2,o46.36 
Treatment 15 5.501.00 
Maturity 4 4,424.39 
Treatment x maturity 6o 153.66 
Temperature x treatment 15 166.28 
Temperature x maturity 4 340.38 
Temperature x treatment 
x maturity 60 169.95 
:irror (b) 474 174.06 
• Significant at 5 percent level 
•• Significant ~t 1 nercent level 
C~V. : 42 percent 
24 
r. 
2.44 
25.76• 
Jrror (a) 
Jl.6o•• 
25.42•• 
1.96 
Table 7. Treatment m~ane for germinRtion of local s~ed 
Treatment 
No. 
Treatment 
1 Check 
2 Alternating freezing to 
room temperature 2 weeks 
3 Alternating -10 to ~10° Co 
2 weeks 
4 Deep freeze -13° c. 2 w~eks 
5 Preteat dry 32° C. 3 hours 
6 Preheat dry 38° C. 2 hours 
7 Preheat dry 43° C. 1 hour 
g 2° C. 2 weeks 
9 8° C. 2 weeks 
10 Lemma and palea r~moved 
11 Concentr~t~d sulfuric acid 
3 minutes 
12 Sand:JP-per scarification 
i~ Water ba.th '2° C. 10 minu tee Water bath ~8° C. 20 minutes 
15 Water bath 43° C. 10 minutes 
16 Arasan 
X 
F value for treBtment 
L.S.J. (.05 level) 
L.S.D. (.01 level) 
C.V. percent 
•• Significant at 1 percent level 
Total c----fif~dAY-~·- Tot~- Number 
percent percent percent percent percent of seeds 
normal Abnormal seeds not abnormal seeds not Rffected 
s~edlin~e seedlings germinAted sePdlinge germinated by fungua 
74.B 4.1 61.1 18.g 6.4 2 
6o.s 4.4 58.8 21.2 G.3 16 
74.8 4.0 6~.4 17.7 7.5 17 
76.5 -:t:.O 6 .q 16.4 7.2 g 
77.g 4., 59.4 1c;. 3 5.3 11 
77.4 3.4 66.6 15.6 7.1 2 
77.8 ~.0 .64.8 1S.o 6.~ 3 
76.7 3.7 65.5 15.7 7.7 18 
76.5 3-7 6o.q 17.3 f.~ 9 
85.8 8.6 20.1 11.8 2.4 12 
r~~4 6.1 47.0 1'7.1 4.5 1 
5:.6 o.6 h\,1 2~~.0 21.4 242 
75.4 "7;.2 62.0 l~.q 7.7 4 
73-9 2.8 6l.g 1<"-;i.S 6.2 2 
77.0 ~.7 6c. 1 17.5 5.'5 3 
54.1 ___ ].]_ 6f~.s __19..:.9__ .....L2 _ 1 
73-7 4.7 50.7 ULg 7.4 
1~.77•• 5.64•• l~.q4•• 10.77•• 11.2g•• 
6.?q 2.46 g,fq 5-1' ~.08 
8.)1 -.;.25 11.48 6.78 4.07 
lq.() 12n.o 33.0 6?.0 GS.O 
!'\) 
\.]1 
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this is not as important as 1 t may seem. liearly all abnormal seedlings 
from this treatment were in the third replication and were abnormal in 
that the roots were not as long in proportion to the shoots as the7 are 
normellyo Even so, the seedlings were more vigorous than those of any 
other treatmento Apparently something on the blotters or some root 
inhibiting substance wae introduced to that treatment and replica~tion 
alone, although a survey of the process did not reveal how. In the 
first, second, and fourth replications there vere 70 abnormal aeedlings 
which represents 1 3/4 percent of the seeds of treatment number 10. 
This leaves 6.85 percent for the third replication. Treatment nnmbers 
12 (sandpaper scarification), 10 (lemma and pales removed), and 16 
{Arasan) were significantly higher in abnormal seedlings produced than 
the check. None of the treatments were significantly lover. 
In the analysis of variance only the treatments are significantly 
different as indicated by the F value (5.64••) for treatment. 
Seeds treated with Arasan developed short stubby roots but there 
vas no fungal development. Since fungus vas not a factor in any treat-
ment except sandpaper scarification, Arasan was not of apparent value. 
Sandpaper scarification injured the eeede and thus ma~e them eaay prey 
for bacteria and fungi. 
The analyeie of variance for the fifth day count of seeds not 
germinated (table 8) follows the pattern of the fifth day normal count. 
Treatment and maturity are highly significant and temperatures are sig-
nificantly different at the 5 percent level. Treatment numbers 10 aDd 
11 (lemma and palea removed snd concentrated sulfuric acid treatment) 
were low with means of 20.1 percent and 47 percent respectively. All 
other treatment means ranged from 58.8 percent to 69.9 percent 
!able 8. Analysis of variance of germination of local seed 
fifth day seeds not germinated 
Source D.r. M.s. 
Total 639 
Replica t io ne 3 2.166.40 
Temperature 1 32.761.30 
Replications x temperature 3 1,479o75 
Treatment 15 5.472.22 
Maturit7 4 5.164.38 
Treatment x maturity 60 357.44 
Temperature x treataent 15 266.)0 
Temperature x maturity 4 45l.o4 
Temperature x treatment 
x maturity 6o 374.29 
lrror (b) 474 392.65 
• S1gn1ficent a.t 5 percent level 
•• Significant at l percent level 
C.V. = 33 percent 
27 
'· 
1.46 
22.14• 
Error (a) 
13.94•• 
13.15*• 
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(table 7). Y~turity stages 2, 3. and 4 (one-fourth, one-half, and 
three-fourtha ripe seed) were significantly lower (table 5) the.n matu-
rity stages 5 and 1 {ripe and green eeed). 
The differences between treatment means for total normal seedlings 
narrowed down b7 the end of the germination period. Only treatment 
number 10 was significantly higher than the check in total normal seed-
lings, while Arasan and sandpaper scarification treatment means were 
significantly lover (table 7) than the checko 
In the analysis of variance for total normal seedlings (table 9) 
temperature was not significantly different as in the fifth day normal 
seedlings. Treatment and maturity were significant at the 1 percent 
level. Maturity 4 (three-fourths ripe) produced 78.9 percent normal 
seedling8 (table 5) which was significantly higher than the other 4 
stages. Maturities 2. 3, and 5 were grouped together in the center 
and maturity 1 vas significantly lower than all others. 
For the total abnormal seedling count there was a reversal of the 
position of treatment number lOo Instead of being near the highest, 
it was the lowest at 11.8 percent. while Arasan treated seed produced 
39.0 percent abnormal seedlings compared to 18.g percent for the cheek 
(table 7). 
In table 5 green seed show the highest percent abnormal seedlings 
(23.4 percent)o The other maturity stages are grouped close together. 
By examining the f~res for total percent seeds not germinated 
we ~et an indication of relative viability or dormancy of seeds 
(table 7). Treatment number 10 was low with 2o4 percent followed by 
treatment number 11 with 4.5 percento The highest percent not 
Table 9. Analysis of variance of germination of local seed 
Total normal seedlings 
Source D.F. M.S. 
Total 639 
Replications 3 2.592.52 
Temperature 1 2,665.06 
Replications x temperature 3 643.39 
Treatments 15 2,833-75 
Maturit7 4 2,328.38 
Treatment x maturity 6o 109.12 
Temperature x treatment 15 74.30 
Temperature x maturity 4 117.05 
Temperature x treatment 
x maturity 60 139-92 
:mrror (b) 474 205.82 
•• Significant at 1 percent level 
C.V. = 19 percent 
29 
F. 
4.03 
4.14 
Error (a) 
13-77 •• 
11.31·· 
germinated was from treatment number 12 (21.4 percent), while the 
untreated check had 6.4 percent not germinated. 
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For the maturity stages (table 5) the green and ripe seed were 
high vith 9.5 and 8o4 percent seeds not germinated. The one-half ripe 
seed were lov ~ith 6.0 percent. 
In all of the separate analyses of variance for the germination 
of local seed there was no significance due to the first or second 
order interactione of treatment, maturity, and temperatures 
Reference vas made earlier to the effect of fungus on germination. 
Table 7 shows the total number of seeds of each treatment affected by 
funguso Of the 4000 seeds in each treatment all treatments except 
number 12 had less than 20 seeds affected by fungus, vhich would mean 
that lees than o5 percent of the seeds were attacked by funguso 
Treatment number 12 had 242 seeds or 6.0 percent affected by fungal 
and bacterial action. 
Comparison Qf seed sources 
The Aebischer seed from Wisconsin gave the highest percent normal 
seedlings on the fifth day (table 10), but fell below the pArcentage 
of the total normal seedling~ of the one-fourth, one-half, three-
fourths, and ripe local seed. The Superior seed were lov in percent 
normal seedlings on the fifth day (12.7 percent). The Porter Walton 
commercial seed produced 18.0 percent normal seedlings by the fifth 
day and a final total of only 25.2 percento Labeled ~ermination of 
the commercial sample waa 70 percent. 
For the fifth day abnormal seedlings there was a significant 
difference between replications as well as between sources. The 
Aebiecher seed produced 8o2 percent abnormal seedlings by the fifth 
Table 10. Mean germination percentages for compar1aon of aourcee 
Utah Fifth AAz !otal Percent 
source Source ot aeed percent percent percent percent percent percen.t of •••d• 
Bo. normal abnormal aeeda not normal abnormal aeede not affected 
aeedl1nga eeedl1~• serm1nated aeedl1!!fi8 aeedllD.n s;eJ"'D1nated bz tu!i'J5!!• 
~ Superior aeed 12.7 5.8 81.5 35.2 17.8 47.0 14.0 Aeblecher eeed 57.8 8.2 J4.o 70.2 12.3 17.5 5.2 
5 Williaoa Randolph aeed 22.2 2.5 75.2 ~-5 7-7 61.8 47.5 6 Ioreed teed 26.5 3-0 70.5 .o 10.2 49.8 28.5 
7 Local 1 eed • green11 17.2 4.8 7S.O 63.2 2a.3 13.5 0.0 
8 Looal seed l/4 ripe 45.5 6.2 48.5 79.2 1 .6 6.2 0.0 
9 Local aeed 1/2 ripe 37·5 4.2 58.2 78.5 10.7 lO.g o.o 
10 Local seed J/4 ripe 4o.s 5.8 53-5 77.5 12.! 9.7 0.2 
11 Local seed 11 ripe" 28.5 4.2 67.25 74.2 15.0 10.8 0.7 
12 Porter Walton Seed Co. 
Commercilll eeed 18.0 2.2 19·8 25.2 -2:.9 69.8 60.0 
X: 30.68 4.7 64.65 57.38 12.95 29.7 
r value for source 18.36•• 2.5• 18.77•• 44.4J•• 4.25•• ss.ss•• 
L.S.D. (.05 level) 9.72 3.4~ 10.48 9.57 7.11 9.28 
L.s.D. (.01 level) 13.13 - 14.15 12.94 9.61 12.52 
C.V. percent 21.8 so.o ll.O 12.0 39.0 21.5 
• Significant at 5 percent level I..N 
•• Significant at 1 percent level ...... 
day and the Williams Randolph and Porter Valton seed (2.5 and 2.2 per-
cent reapectiYely) produced the loveet number of abnormal aeedl1nga. 
Superior and Porter Walton aeed had the highest percent seed 
not germinated at the fifth day count (81.5 percent and 79.0 percent 
respectively). The Aebischer seed from Wisconsin were low with 34.0 
percent. 
The one.-fourth, one-be.lf, three-fourths, and ripe local seed 
and the Aebiacber seed were not statistically different but were aig-
ni!icantly higher than the Superior, Ioreed, and Porter Walton com-
merclal seed on the total normal seedling counto 
Williams Randolph and Porter Walton commercial seed were low in 
total abnormal seedlings but high in total seeds not germinated and 
percent seeds affected by fungus. !he local green seed was higher in 
total abnormal seedlings than all other seed sources except Superior. 
All local seed maturities were lover in total seeds not germinated 
than all other aeed sources except green and Aebischer seed which were 
not statistically different (table 10). 
The l Y&luea for source of seed considering fifth day seeds not 
germinated, total normal seedlings. total abnormal seedlings, and 
total seeds not germinated show significance at the 1 pereent level 
for source of seed (table 10). 
Comlariaon 2! Araaan and concentrated sulfuric acid treatments on 
var ou1 eourcee of aeed ~ 
The analyses of variance for this experiment show that the senn 
sources of seed used were significantly different at the l percent 
level both st the fifth day and total seedling counts for normal and 
abnormal seedlings and aeede not germinated. 
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The Aebischer seed from Iowa gave the highest percent normal 
seedlings on both the fifth day and total normal seedling counts 
(table 11). On the fifth day count it was statistically higher than 
any other seed source but on the total normal seedling count it was 
not significantly different from the on~-half and three-fourths ripe 
local Reed canarygrass seed. Seed from the remaini~ sources used 
(table 11) were significantly lower than the ' sources cited B.bove 
for normal seedlings. It should be noted that the 3 sources which 
were high in normal seedlings were also high in abnormal seedlings on 
the fifth day count. The Williams Randol~h seed from IowR were low 
in percent abnormal seedlings but were high in percent P.eede not ger-
minated. 
The two treAtments. ArAsan and concentrated sulfuric acid, were 
significantly different for the fifth day normf'1 ~nd sPed.s not g!'r-
minated counts ( 1 percent level) and for the total seeds not germinAted. 
(5 percent level) (table 1?). The avera~e figures forth~ 2 treatmPnte 
in table 12 show that the concentrated sulfuric acid tree.tment gave f'. 
higher percent normP.l eeedlillf;s on th~ fifth day count end e. r(ll)sul ting 
lo~1er seeds not germinP.ted count. 
Tha combination of treatment and source of seed had more effect 
on germination in this experiment than did treatment or s~ed source 
alone ( ta.ble 13) o '!'he Aebischer seed treRted with concentrHted. sul-
furic acid gave a higher percent normRl seedlings on the fifth d~y and 
for th~ tot&l normP~ count than was produced by the average ~ff~ct of 
the seed source. There wns very little increase in normal eA~dlings 
after the fifth da~r count ( 82.5 percent on the fifth day and R4. 3 
percent total norme.l seedlings). The locAl Reed canarygrass seed 
'fable ll. Meana for aourcea of aeed for germination of various soureee of seed treated with 
concentrated sulfuric acid and Arasan 
Utah . Fifth daz: 
aource Source of eeed percent percent percent 
No. normal abnormal aeede not 
11e~iaga eeedlinga 'erminat!d 
4 Aebiacher seed 
9 Local aeed 1/2 ripe 
10 Local eeed 3/4 ripe 
6 Ioreed aeed 
5 W1111ama Randolph aeed 
3 Superior eeed 
12 Porter Walton Seed Co. 
Commercial e eed. 
-X 
r velue for aource 
L.S.D. (.05 level) 
L.S.D. (.01 level) 
O.V. percent 
•• Significant at 1 percent level 
66.3 7-9 
45.3 s.4 
38.5 7.5 
28.0 4.1 
14.6 1.9 
12.5 3-2 
11.8 '3.0 
31.0 5.1 
67. 49*• ·~ 326 .21•• 
7-39 
10.14 
24.5 
--l .. ,,, 
o.46 
0.6 
8.5 
25.8 
46.3 
54.0 
67.9 
~·5 
·3 
8~,2 
63.9 
68.74*• 
8.15 
11.17 
12.2 
Total 
percent percent percent 
nonnal abnormal eeeda not 
! e eQ:l i ~· a e td61n£e ~ermina ted 
74.5 10.4 15.1 
73-9 18.2 7.9 
72.1 19.6 8.3 
43.5 13.0 4J.5 
20.6 7-3 72.1 
32.2 19.0 4g.g 
24.1 12.0 63.9 
48.7 14.2 37.07 
168.83** 9.99*• 170.99 •• 
5.54 4.52 6.07 
7.6 6.19 8.32 
10.9 30.2 15.5 
Perceat 
of eeeda 
a!tected 
'ttr fuJUru.& 
o.o 
o.o 
0.2 
12.1 
4o.4 
7.8 
24.0 
\.#It 
~ 
Table 12. Meana for the treatments used in the experiment involving the treatment of various aourcea 
of Reed canarygra•a seed with concentrated aulfuric ac1~ and Araean 
Treatment 
Concentrated 
sulfuric acid 
Arasan 
I 
F value for treatment 
L.S.D. (.05 level) 
L.S.D. (.01 level) 
C.V. percent 
Fifth d.B.y 
percent percent percent 
normal abnormal seeds not 
ae~t.lll~ __ Bt9~4.11_Ma germinated 
36.4 
25.6 
31.0 
22.47111 * 
4.7 
6.4 
27.0 
5.2 
2.:.! 
5.1 
45.9 
58.4 
~ 
63.9 
18.07•• 
5.28 
7.19 
14.9 
•• Significant at 1 percent level 
'l'otal 
percent percent percent 
normal abnormal eeed9 not 
aeedlinga s~e_g.l~ngJ_ germinated 
48.3 13-3 38.4 
49.2 _!2.1 ___ 35.7 
48.7 14.2 37.0 
2.65 6.26•• 
3-0 
13.6 29.9 14.6 
\.,.1.1 
\Jl 
Table 13. Means for the interaction of treatment and souroe from the expe41ment involving Arasan and 
concentrated sulfuric acid treatment of various aources of aeed 
Utah Treat· Fifth dliy - ----- ---~~-~Total--~-~-------Percent 
aource Source of seed ment percent percent percent percent percent percent of eeeda 
lio. No. normal abnormal seeds not nonnal abnormal saeda not affected 
seedl!_ng_a eeedlJ~ag~rJr11~ted ~e_e.d.l~IJga_ a~_e!il!Ilg_s_t;e_r~n_i!l&~-e~-~ J~~~ 
3 Superior aeed l 13.2 3·5 83.3 27.8 18.5 G3.1 18.8 
2 11.8 J.O 85.2 36.5 19.5 3-1 4.5 
4 Aebischer seed 1 82.5 4.5 13.0 84.8 5.2 10.0 o.o 
2 50.0 11.2 3g.s 64.2 15.5 20.3 o.o 
5 Williama Randolph seed 1 13.2 1.0 85.8 15.8 3.8 80.4 72.5 
2 16.0 2.8 81.2 25.5 10.8 63•7 8.2 
6 Ioreed aeed 1 25.2 4.0 70.8 ~8.2 12.0 49.8 19.5 
2 30.8 4.2 65.0 8.8 14.0 37.2 4.2 
9 Local seed 1/2 ripe 1 59.2 10.8 30.0 77.0 20.0 3.0 o.o 
2 31.2 6.0 62.8 70.8 16.5 12.7 o.o 
10 Local seed 3/4 ripe 1 47.2 9-5 4~.3 70.0 20.2 9.8 0.5 
2 29.8 5·5 6 ·1 74.2 1q.o 6.8 0.0 
12 Porter Wa.l ton Seed Co. l 13-5 3.2 83.2 24.2 13.5 62 ·3 37.8 
Commercial seed 2 10.0 2.8 8],2 24.0 10.5 65.5 10.2 
i 31.0 5.1 63.9 48.7 14.2 37.07 
l value for eource x treatment 6.58111111 10.93 •• 5-33 •• 5.71•• 3.16• 7.61•• 
L.S.D. (.05 level) 12,44 ,.43 14.02 9-g 6.03 7.94 
L.S.D. (.01 level) 16.92 .67 19.07 13."i3 - 10.81 
C.T. i!ercent 27.0 45·2 14.9 1J.6 29.9 14.6 4. Treatment No. 1: Concentrated sulphuric acid. Treatment No. 2: Arasan 
• Significant at 5 percent level 
•• Significant at 1 percent level ~ 0'\ 
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produced a significantly lover percent normal seedlings than the 
Aebischer by the fifth day but the difference waa not significant at 
the final count. The combined effect of treatment and seed source did 
not change the relative position of the seed sources. The Aebischer 
seed and the two local seed lots were high while the Superior, Williams 
Randolph. and Porter Walton seed were low. !be Ioreed seed fell 
between these 2 groupe. 
Araean did not eli•inate fungus from the seed lots which were 
badly affected in the earlier seed source experimente The Araean 
greatly reduced fungal incidence but did not give any appreciable 
increase in total normal seedlinge. There were approximately 10 per-
cent more normal seedlings in the Superior and Williams Randolph and 
Ioreed aeed treated with Arasan than with sulfuric acido The differ-
ence was significant in favor of Arasan with the Ioreed seed only. 
There wae no difference 1n favor of the Arasan at the fifth day count. 
Soaking~ in alcohol ~acetone 
Table 1L shows the average germination percentages of seed soaked 
in alcohol for 15 and 30 minutes. in acetone for 15 and 30 minutes, 
and of seed which had the lemma and palea removed. Bote that germina-
tion vas inhibited or at least slowed down by the 4 soaking treatments. 
The fifth day count yielded 10a5 percent normal aeedlinga or leas for 
these 4 treatments. In each case the longer period of soaking gave 
a slight but not significant increase in percent normal seedlings. 
Bote that there were essentially no abnormal eeedlings on the fifth 
day count. 
The raw data ahow that the majority of eeeda germinated between 
the aeYenth and tenth days. which is approximately 5 days later than 
Table 14. Meana for the treatment• of the experiment involving treatment of Reed canarygraes eeed 
with alcohol aDd acetone 
Treatment 
Fifth day Total percent-- percent percent percent percent percent 
normal abnormal aeed.a not normal abnormal seed• not 
aeedl iMI___ __ __e_~e_r.\l1ggs___ _ ge:rminat~d. _ .,edlilli:!:tL ee~<\li:D~:s _ _____germinated 
Alcohol 15 minutes 
Alcohol 30 minutes 
Aoetone 15 minutea 
6.0 
10.5 
4.0 
Acetone 30 minutea 9.5 
Remove lemma and palea ~ 
f 16.4 
l value for treatment 39.q9•• 
L.S.D. (.05 level) 
C.V. percent 
12.77 
27.3 
•• Significa.nt at 1 percent level 
0.0 
0.5 
1.0 
1.0 
~ 
0.9 
3-3 
94 .. 0 
89 .. 0 
95.0 
89o5 
46.0 
82.7 
36.31** 
13.4 
5.8 
71.0 
78.5 
76.5 
74.0 
91.0 
7G.4 
2.16 
s.o 
6.0 
6.5 
13.0 
11.5 
..2:.2 
S.5 
10. 79** 
8.)4 
35.2 
17 .. 0 
15.0 
10.5 
9-5 
l:j 
11.1 
2.23 
44.8 
\..J>f 
CQ 
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the general pattern of germinating Reed ca.narygrass seed in earlier 
experiments. The variation in total abnormnl seedlings was largely in 
the treatment with acetone with little or no difference between the 
length of soaking., Fungus wa.s not a problem in this exp~r1ment. 
DISCUSS lOX 
The data in table 3 shov that there is very little difference in 
Reed canarygraae seed yields when one-fourth to three-fourthe of the 
seeds in the panicle are ripe while that in table 2 show that. it takes 
3 to 5 da7a for panicles to progress from one-fourth to three-fourths 
ripe. Since the results of the first experiment involving 16 treat-
menta and 5 maturities show no difference in germination of one-fourth, 
one-half, and three-fourths ripe seed, it would be de«irable to har-
vest a uniform field of seed in not over 5 days from the time one-
fourth of the seed in the panicles ie ripe. !his ia in very close 
agreement with work reported by Griffith & Harrison (1954). 
Aa reported in the results, only 2 treatments of the 16 used 
increased germination over the untreated check. Nearl7 all of the 
other treatments had no measurable effect on eeed germination except 
Araean which had an adverse effect. 
The results indicate an inhibiting effect of the lemma and palea 
on germination since removing the lemma and pslea and treating seed 
with concentrated sulfuric acid improved germin8tione Whether thie 
inhibition is mechanical or chemical is not knowno 7igure 2 showa 
definitel7 more vigorous aeedlings resulted from removing the lemma 
&Dd palea. !he difference could be due to chemicAl inhibition. 
Germination percentage of seed• treated with sulfuric acid vae higher 
than the check (fifth da7) but the seedlings did not appear ae vigor-
oue ae vhen the lemma and palea were removed. Improved germination 
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could be due to increased permeability of the seed after being treated 
vith the acid. Soaking seed in acetone or alcohol did not improve 
seedling vigor., Actually germination waa ~lowed down several d&711 by 
this treatmento 
It ia interesting to note that while treatments and maturitiee 
were a1gn1fieantly different the interaction of treatment and aaturit7 
did not produce significant differences. 
Since none of tbe treatments reeulted in lowered abnormal seed-
ling percentages the problem appears to lie more in getting seed to 
germinate quick17 rather than in getting more of the aeedliDgs to be 
normal. 
Only one treatment resulted in more normal seedlings than the 
check at the final count. Veey few aeeda germinated in any of the 
treatments after 14 ~ in the germinator. When Tieved together the 
above comments indicate a poe~ib111ty of slow cerm1nat1on and low ger-
mination due to chemical inhibition. poor permeability of lemma and 
palea and mechanical inhibition by the lemma and palea. Additional 
work would be necessary to determine specific cansea. 
Seedli~ emerging within 5 ~ after the start of germination 
abould have a much better chance of surTiTal than eeedlinga emerging 
1n 10 to 14 da7e. If the 2 treatments (remoYBl of lemma and palea 
and soaking in sulfuric acid) will shorten the emergence time under 
field condition&, stands might be more easil7 obtained. The increase 
in nuraber of normal seedlinga in this shorter time would increase the 
poes1b111ty of a.n adequate stando Jlield trials in soil where Reed 
canarygraes would be used should be made to determine if laboratory 
results will apply to field conditions. lf the possible results 
justify it. work toward finding the cause of inhibition to germination 
might be desirable. 
The problem of seed maturity was brought up in the review of 
literature. At the fifth day there vas very little difference in the 
one-fourth, one-half. and three-fourths ripe seed, while green and 
ripe seed were significantly lower in percent normal seedlings. Thie 
picture very readily supports the discussion above of possible chemi-
cal or mechanical inhibition of germinationo It is possible that the 
lemma and pal~a of ripe seed contain chemical compounds not present 
earlier or in the final ripening process change so that permeability 
is decreased or become able to mechanically reduce seedli~ vigor. 
Green seed are too immature to produce normal vigorous seedlings. 
If seed dormanc7 causes poor germination, then the usual methode 
of breaking dormancy failed on Reed ca.narygrass. 
After the behavior of seed of known source and handling was 
determined it was necessary to compare them with seed from other 
sources. The Aebischer seed performed very well in comparison to 
loc&ll7 collected seed while the Superior seed was definitely inferior. 
The commercial seed gave low germination and was affected by fungus. 
It is not known if these samples of seed from other sources were rep-
resentative, eo generalizations cannot be made about them. The 
Superior aeed used did not equal the performance indicated in the 
literature. If the commercial seed, Ioreed, and Williams Randolph 
seed were harvested when fully ripe then the germination is within 
the expected range of the local ripe seed at the fifth day count. 
These aeed.a do not remain in the expected range for total germination 
however. 
Fungus was no problem in the first experiment but as shown in 
table 10 there waa an appreciable amount of fungus infection in the 
Williama Randolph, Ioreed, and Porter Walton commercial seed. Would 
Arasan reduce this fungus aDd give an increase in percent normal aeed-
11nge7 A third experiment vaa designed to compare these seed aourcea 
when treated with Araaan and when treated with concentrated sulfuric 
acid. !be results were in agreement with the second experiment in 
performance of the Tarioua seed aourcea. hnga.s was reduced in varie-
ties that were affected before. but germination vas not increased. 
As mentioned before, Araaan had an adverse effect on germination 
of local seed. If this holds true for other sources of Reed canar,y-
grass eeed, one would not expect an increase in germination even 
though fungus were redueedo !bia is apparently what happened. 
!here wse a remarkable increase in germination of the Aebiseher 
aeed treated with sulfuric acid (almost 30 percent) in 5 days. The 
magnitude of increase was approximately \he eame in local eeed, but 
seed from other sources did not exhibit this increaAeo 
!be last experiment reported was performed to determine if aol-
vent soaking would improve germination. If there is chemical inhibi-
tion, it vas thought that alcohol or acetone might have a beneficial 
effect similar to thAt reported by Anderson et !! (1953) with okra 
seed. Inetead of an increase there was a depressing effect on germina-
tion of Reed canarygraas seed. Germination was even slower than nor-
mal which makes one wonder if there is some chemical relation of ace-
tone and alcohol to the chemical content of the lemma and palea. 
SUMMARY AID OONCLUSIOBS 
lour experiments vere dea~d and performed to determine if Reed 
canaJ7grue seed germination could be improved or haatened through 
seed treatment. 
'!be first e%periltent invol Ted 16 eeed treatment a. 5 eeed aaturi t7 
etagea and 2 eete of alternating temperature• for ger.1nat1on. By 
remo•ing the 1- aDd palea from the aeeda germination was both 
improved (39 percent h~her) and hastened materially in comparison 
w1~ the untreated check. Soaking aeed in concentrated eulfur1c ac14 
at room teaperature hastened and increased germination alightl7 (12 
percent) over the check. Treatment with Araaan and sandpaper acar1f1-
cat1on had an adverse effect on gsrm1nat1ono Sandpaper acar1f1cat1on 
reduced germination due to seed injuryo Seed which were one-fourth. 
one-hal!, and three-fourths ripe gave equivalent germination but green 
and full7 ripe eeed gaTe lover germination than the other three atagea 
of seed aaturityo temperature was not a factor though the lower tem-
perature eloved gel'llination slightly-a 
!he aecond experiment was designed to compare several ( 5 aeparate 
aourcea plus the 5 aeed maturities collected locally) aources of seed. 
Aebiacher eeed from Wisconsin gave the highest germination (58 per-
cent) ln 5 daTa with the local eeed just below it (37 to 45 percent). 
Total germination waa equivalent for the local seed aatur1t1ea (one-
fourth. one-half, and three-fourthe ripe seed) and Aebischer seed 
(70 to 80 peroent)o The commercial seed. Superior, Ioreed, and 
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W1111aae Randolph eee~ were inferior to the other sources (5 to 17 per-
cent) with fungua aa a major factor. 
!he third experiment wae to determine if reducing fungus would 
iaproTe germination of prerloual7 poorl7 geniinating eeed •ourcea. 
Seed from the 5 outeide eourcea plua 2 local aeed aatur1t1ee were 
treated with A.ruan and w1 th concentrated aul!ur1c acido luugua -
reduced in the commercial seed, the Ioreed. Superior, and V1111ame 
llaDdolph aeecl, but ceraination was not improYed b,. treatment vi th 
Araaan. treatment with .ulfurlc acid ~tened germination of ~e 
Aebiecher aeed (58 to SO percent in 5 da7a) and alao the local aeed ae 
alread7 noted in the firet experlllent. 
!be fourth experiment vas to determine if soaking in acetone or 
alcohol would remove 8.D7 poaeible chaical inh1b1ton 1n the 1- and 
palea and thus improYe or hasten germ1nat1ono Locall7 collected eeed. 
waa used vlth 2 different eoaldDg times in alcohol and acetone. Oer-
a1nation waa aloved down approx111atel7 5 da7ll and reduced aomewhat. 
Inetead of improving germination these treatment• had a detrimental 
effect. 
Standard germination procedure in Mangeladorf germ1natora vas 
uaed throughout the experiments except for the pretreatments and the 
additional temperature used in the first experiment. 
Concluaiona are: 
1. Germination ot Beed CaDar7graas aeed can be improYed and 
hastened JBateriall7 b7 removal of the flowering lemma and palea from 
seed. 
2. 'freatment vith concentrated sulfuric acid at room temperature 
vlll hasten germination and give a slight increase in no~l seedl1Qga. 
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Soaking time should be determined for each lot of seed involved. Time 
used in this experiment was 3 minutes. Poor lots of Reed canar,rgrass 
aeed were not benefited. 
3· aeed should be harvested when one-fourth to three-fourtha ripe 
aa this range gives higher germination than seed fully ripeQ A higher 
eeed yield vill probably result when aeed are harvested in thia range. 
4. Sandpaper acari!ieation is too harmful to Reed caDar7grass 
aeed to be of value. Lemma and palea removal is more effective a.nd 
less harmful. 
5. kraaan controlled fu.Dgua but had an adverse effect on germina-
tion of Reed oanarygrasa. 
6. Of the ten sources of Reed canarygraas seed compared the 
Aebiseber eeed gave highest fifth da7 germination counts followed 
closely by local seed (except green and tully ripe eeed)o At the final 
count these sources were statiatically the aame. Superior, Ioreed. 
commercial seed from Wieoonsin, and Williams Randolph aeed were lover 
in germination pereenta8e than the other sources used. 
7. Soaking in acetone and alcohol slowed germination a:pproximatel7 
5 days, thoUtgh total gemination appeared to be unchanged at 21 daya. 
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